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ABSTRACT 

We tested the effect of native language on the perception of 
intonation contours. An English utterance was 
resynthesized with eleven intonation contours. Groups of 
English, Iberian Spanish, and Chinese listeners rated pairs 
of the stimuli for degree of difference. The responses were 
subjected to multidimensional scaling and a new statistical 
procedure, the configuration comparison test. The test 
revealed cross-linguistic similarities and significant 
differences. All listeners divided the stimuli in two groups, 
one ending in falling pitch and one ending in rising pitch. 
Within the falling group, significant cross-linguistic 
differences occurred in the arrangement of stimuli. In a 
second experiment, English, Spanish, and Chinese subjects 
listened to frequency-modulated sinewaves that duplicated 
the fundamental frequency contours used in the first 
experiment. Listeners again divided the stimuli into falling 
and rising groups, but no convincing effect of native 
language appeared. The speech and FM stimuli seemed 
more closely related perceptually in the Chinese than in the 
English or Spanish data. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Native language affects the perception of the segmental 
phonetic structure of speech, the perception of stress and 
tone and the pragmatic impact of intonation. Native 
language might also affect the perception of intonation. 
Cross-language studies on this topic, however, are virtually 
non-existent. We therefore asked whether English listeners 
and listeners from other language backgrounds would 
perceive a given, limited set of English intonation contours 
in the same way. The previously established cross-language 
effects on speech perception suggested that listeners from 
different language backgrounds would perceive different 
patterns of resemblances between pairs of the English 
stimuli. 

2 BACKGROUND 

Native language affects an adult listener’s perceptual 
judgments of the segmental structure of speech [1]. The 
effect develops during the first year of life [2]. 
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-linguistic differences occur in the perception of stops, 
ves, liquids, and vowels and /h/ [e.g. 3,4,5,6,7].  

e and Fox [8] demonstrated effects of native 
ge on the perception of prominence and stress. 
endre, House & Hermes [9] found evidence for a 
 language effect in the perception of accent location. 
x and colleagues [10] showed that French listeners 
eaf’ to stress contrasts that Spanish listeners can 

fy. 

ffect of native language on the perception of tone is 
t solidly established. Gottfried and Suiter [11] and 
 [12] found no major cross-linguistic differences in 
rception of tone, although Lee, Vakoch, and Wurm 
emonstrated such an effect.  

all number of cross-language studies have found 
nces in the pragmatic effect of intonation [14,15]. 

ave found no work, however, on the perception of 
tion across language groups.  

3 METHOD 

arried out two multidimensional scaling (MDS) 
ments. MDS represents a set of stimuli as points in a 

of the lowest possible dimensionality, while 
ving the rank-order relationships between the ratings 
The space may have two or more dimensions. 

ptually similar stimuli end up in nearby positions in 
ace. Perceptually dissimilar stimuli fall in different 
s. Gussenhoven [17], Herman and McGory [18], and 
 [12] have employed MDS in previous work on 

dy. 

IMULI 
ed 11 different intonation contours. The contours are 
ttested in Southern British English and can be taken 
atively uncontroversial [17]. The spoken material, 
ie Maloney, was always the same sequence of first 
and surname. All contours consisted of one 

tion phrase, with a prenuclear accent on Me- in 
ie and a nuclear accent on –lo- in Maloney. 
logically, the contours can be grouped in different 

 depending on the analysis chosen. For our immediate 
ses, we classified the contours into two sets, based on 
rection of the final pitch movement. This movement 



was either falling (HL) or rising (LH). Figure 1 illustrates 
the f0 patterns of the 11 contours. The shaded areas show 
the location of the stressed syllables in the contour.  

                 HL          LH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic f0 patterns for the 11 stimuli. Left and 
right panels show HL and LH contours, respectively. 
Shaded areas mark locations of stressed syllables. 

A male speaker of Standard British English produced the 
utterance Melanie Maloney with two different contours: a 
statement, transcribed as H*L H*L %, and a surprised 
question, transcribed as L*H L*H H%. The experimental 
stimuli were generated from these two utterances using 
PSOLA resynthesis implemented in PRAAT 3.8 [19].  

3.2 PROCEDURE 

Twenty-two native speakers of English, 21 speakers of 
Spanish and 20 speakers of Mandarin Chinese participated 
in the experiment. The Spanish and Chinese speakers had 
rudimentary knowledge of English. Spanish is a 
stress-accent language like English but has a different 
inventory of accent shapes [20]. Mandarin is a tone 
language. Although it has postlexical intonational variation, 
it does not manifest phrase-long intonational contours 
constructed from basic pitch movements [21]. 

The English, the Spanish, and the Chinese listeners were 
tested in the Phonetics Laboratory at the University of 
Oxford, the Psycholinguistic Laboratory at the Universitat 
Rovira i Virgili in Tarragona, and at the Department of 
Psychology at the University of Peking, respectively. 
Subject instructions and VDU messages were given in the 
appropriate language and orthography. Subjects were tested 
individually in a sound-attenuated room. Stimuli were 
delivered binaurally over earphones. A program written in 
C controlled the experiment. The subject first heard each of 
the 11 stimuli individually. Then a VDU message signaled 
that self-paced rating trials were about to begin. On each 
trial one pair of stimuli occurred and was rated from 1 (very 
similar) to 10  (very different), inclusive. A 200-ms interval 
intervened between the end of the first stimulus and the 
start of the second. Each subject rated each of the 110 
possible pairs of nonidentical stimuli just once. The pairs 
occurred in a different random order for each subject. A 
pair identifier and the rating for each trial were written to a 
text file. Sessions took around 30 minutes. 

The rating data were analyzed with INDSCAL. This 
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Me-         -lo- 
imensional scaling (MDS) technique is implemented 
OXSCAL in the SPSS10.0 statistical package. 

SCAL produces both the coordinates for the stimuli 
 perceptual space and the weights that each subject 
o the axes of that space.  

4 SPEECH RESULTS 

o-dimensional MDS solutions for the speech stimuli 
d normalized raw stress values of 0.0501, 0.0501, and 
1 for the English, Spanish, and Chinese subjects, 
tively. Such small raw stress values indicate a good 
the MDS solutions to the data. Three-dimensional 
ns yielded no further improvements. 

 2 shows the two-dimensional results. Capital letters 
igure 1) mark the locations of the individual stimuli 
 MDS space. The filled circles represent the weights 
e individual subjects, multiplied by 5 for graphical 
tation. Points below and above the dashed line in the 
uadrant of each plot represent subjects who gave 
importance to the horizontal and vertical axes, 
tively. The configuration of the weight points in each 
dicates good agreement between listeners. 

nglish and the Spanish subjects separated the stimuli 
e HL and LH groups shown in Figure 1. The Chinese 
ts produced a comparable separation, with the 
le exception of stimulus G. English and Spanish 
rs placed G in the HL group. Chinese listeners 
 G into the right half of the MDS space.  

ONFIGURATION COMPARISON TESTS  
sessed cross-linguistic differences by means of a new 
ical test, based on regression analysis. The 
uration comparison test (CCT) uses all interpoint 
ces in each of two MDS arrays or subarrays. The 
ces are invariant under rotations or displacements of 
es. First, one set of distances is normalized in an 
t to match array sizes. Second, a regression line with 

A and intercept B is fitted to the paired distances. If 
nfigurations do not differ, A and B should be 1 and 0, 
tively. Third, the correlation r is calculated. If the 
urations are similar, r should be well above 0.  

gurations for HL and LH stimuli were analyzed 
tely. The configurations of the seven falling HL 
i differed significantly for all language pairings. The 
of r never diverged significantly from 0.  

onfigurations for the rising LH stimuli did not differ 
en the three sets of subjects, although r was low for 
nglish-Spanish comparison. The small number of 
s of freedom evidently prevented r for this 

arison from reaching significance. For the other two 
mparisons, r was large and significant, despite the 
ailable degrees of freedom. 
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The perceptual segregation of our stimuli into HL and LH 
groups by all three sets of listeners suggested that 
perception of intonation contours might start with the 
activation of universal auditory mechanisms that process 
relatively slow frequency modulations. These mechanisms 
would determine the basic perceptual distinction between 
the two groups. A listener’s native language could modify 
the outputs of the basic auditory mechanisms, producing 
different perceptual configurations for stimuli within HL 
and LH Groups. This hypothesis was investigated in a 
second experiment.  

5 Experiment II 

Frequency-modulated (FM) pure tones were made whose 
contours duplicated those of the speech stimuli, using 
Cool96 (Syntrillium Software Corporation, 1996). For each 
contour in Figure 1, we made a sinusoidal stimulus that 
contained identical linearly frequency-modulated segments. 
The segments were generated individually and pasted 
together. Any resulting artifacts were deleted. Stimulus 
onsets and offsets were shaped with 20-ms linearly rising 
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Fig.2 Two-dimensional MDS perceptual maps for ratings
of speech stimuli. Letters correspond to contours in Fig. 1. 
lling amplitude modulations, respectively. Otherwise, 
us amplitude was constant and equal across stimuli. 

English, Spanish, and Chinese listeners took part in 
periment. The testing conditions duplicated those of 
iment 1. The results appear in Figure 3.  
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 3 is organized like Figure 2. The two-dimensional 
solutions for the sinusoidal FM stimuli had 

lized raw stress values of 0.0505, 0.0464, and 0.1016 
 English, Spanish, and Chinese subjects, respectively. 

lots in Figure 3 confirm our main prediction. All three 
s of subjects perceptually separated the stimuli into 
d LH Groups. Furthermore, across languages, the 
tual configurations of stimuli within Groups HL and 
ere now much the same.  Note that the three 
urations for the FM stimuli strikingly resemble the 
se results for speech. This suggests that the Chinese 
rs in Experiment 1 were barely drawing on any 

stic experience. 

guration comparison tests for the FM stimuli did not 
strate convincing differences between subject 

s. A significant difference emerged for the 

. Two-dimensional MDS map for ratings of FM
li by English, Spanish, and Chinese subjects. Primes
guish FM stimuli from speech stimuli of Exp. 1. 



Spanish-Chinese comparison for stimulus Group HL, and a 
marginal difference emerged for the English-Chinese 
comparison. Across all stimuli, the English-Chinese 
comparison proved significant. In all three instances, 
however, B did not diverge from 0 and r was near 1.0. 
Apparently, compensation for configuration size was 
inadequate for these three comparisons. 

Comparisons of speech and FM judgments within 
languages revealed significant differences in the HL 
Groups for English and the Spanish subjects. A marginal 
difference emerged for Chinese. The correlation between 
speech and FM judgments was significant for the Chinese 
but not for the other two sets of results. No difference 
between speech and FM emerged for the LH Group. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Our experiments provide evidence for cross-linguistic 
similarities and differences in the perception of English 
intonation by English, Spanish and Chinese listeners. 
Listeners from all three languages divided the stimuli in 
two groups, one ending in falling pitch and one ending in 
rising pitch. Within the falling group, we found significant 
cross-linguistic differences in arrangement of stimuli. In a 
second experiment, English, Spanish, and Chinese subjects 
listened to frequency-modulated sinewaves that duplicated 
the fundamental frequency contours used in the first 
experiment. Again, listeners divided the stimuli into a 
falling and rising group. Native language, however, now 
had no reliable effect. Our findings suggest that universal 
auditory mechanisms are responsible for processing slower 
frequency modulations. The perception of variation within 
a given class of slower modulations, however, may be 
language-specific. 
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